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At the beginning of the 80‘s Mr. Eckhard Dewert began development of the first drive systems for treatment couches. In 1987 appeared
his first double drive for the furniture industry
(slat base).
With a great passion for details and the courage
to get into new things he introduced in the
following years further innovations and a large
number of double and single drives in the
market.
All developments, especially the basic functional principle of the well-known double drive
from 1987, were patented. The double drives
developed at that time are still the basis for the
entire industry.
After the sale of the very successful company
to the Phoenix Group in 1992, Eckhard Dewert
followed his new vision and started with the
first development ideas for today‘s world-wide
ultra flat drive concept.
His companions, Dr. Rolf Farmont, Johannes
Schneider and Jörg Henle, have been closely
involved in the development of ultra-flat drive
technology. With the presentation of the first
adjustable four-motor mattress and another

twin-motor drive system for slatted frames in
2003, the era of new drive technologies of the
future began.
At the same time, Eckhard Dewert and Johannes
Schneider intensified the development activities
in other individual projects. For example, a new
double drive concept was developed and sold to
the company Linak, which forms the basis of all
Linak double drives.
These developments were intensified in the
following years and led to the launch of the
Move drive series on the market in 2011. At the
same time, this was also the cornerstone for the
bundling of all activities of the group of companies at today‘s modern location in Grünsfeld in
Baden Württemberg.
Another milestone in the development history
is the OCTO drive system was introduced to the
public in 2015. This innovative drive system has
been awarded as “THE” world‘s most groundbreaking drive technology in the furniture
industry.

With an increasing market trend towards the
boxspringbed, Eckhard Dewert recognized
the need to develop a drive concept specially
for this market segment, as the conventional
double drive has reached its limits in this market
segment.
As a result, OCTO Actuators will be presenting
at the Interzum 2017 with the OB05 One Part
Concept a drive system specially developed
for boxspring and upholstery beds, which will
revolutionize the market through its efficiency,
adjustable load (up to 300 kg) and robustness.
With a passion for innovation and new development ideas, Eckhard Dewert and the team
of OCTO Actuators will be providing the market
with new product ideas “made in Germany“.

E. Dewert

This unique ultra-flat drive technology has enjoyed increasing popularity in Europe and overseas
for years.

www.octo-actuators.de
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Areas of use

Options

Adjustable springs (flat) with spring bars
or dissolved surface (disk)
Adjustable Continental bed systems
Adjustable beds with bed base function
and with lateral bed base opening

Move pRI

Remote and cable remote control
3 Motor variant (head or foot)
5 System lengths available
Without lumbar support can be ordered
Maxi set for extra widths up to 140 cm

Product description Move 4M
The four-engined alternative combines all excellences of the PriMove-production and offers
the user a maximum of individual possibilities
of adjustment, unique comfort and elegant
design.
We abstain completely from metal fittings. A
very low system height and the continuous 64
mm bolt grid leave enough scope for an individual arrangement of applications. Furthermore
it allows the acceptance of all current spring
elements.

The back and foot part contains altogether 7
ranges, which can be adjusted almost soundlessly and stagelessly via two high-performance
motors. Furthermore an integrated support of
the lordosis leads to a noticeable relief of the
spine.

Lumbar Support
Lumbar support in the lumbar section of the
back result in marked stress relief to the spinal
column and provide extra comfort and wellbeing.

The foot area is levitating and equipped with
an integrated buffer, which also serves as a
protection of overcharge.

Memory

RY

ARM

Drive technology
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IQM

LIGHT

SENSOR

2x Plug

ON/OFF

POWER

Motorpower

10000 N
x4

IQM

surface load**
(Verteilung-Allocation)

The best

DESIGN
for you...

Max
200KG

The system power of OCTO drive
technology is outstanding. Large and
thick mattresses (loads) can be easily,
whispering and stageless adjusted. Bed
widths with spring systems (slatted
frames) up to 140 cm can be designed
upon request.
7,5cm

Ultra flat
The OCTO Move drive systems are
unique due to their flat design. Octo
systems offer maximum design and
construction scope for your ideas.
Seat

MAX

Seat-Max

Storage Box

100 - 140
cm

Maxi Set*

S

QUICK

SYNCHRO

TOUCH

easy assembly

PriCon RF M4*

PriCon M4*

* Optional
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Motorpower

Move pRI

surface load**
(Verteilung-Allocation)

Max
200KG

7,5cm

Ultra flat

Product description PriMove 2M
Our starter model into the premium sector
is offering a high degree of comfort and an
elegant design with an attractive colour. We
abstain completely from metal fittings.

A very low system height and the continuous
64 mm bolt grid leave enough scope for an
individual arrangement of applications. Furthermore it allows the acceptance of all current
spring elements.

The advantage of the 7-zone division as well
as an integrated lumbar support for a noticeable relief of the spine are components of this
design. The elegant free-floating foot lends the
system a special elegance.

PriMove “M“ offers you the possibility to
combine the PriMove drive technology with the
Sono2 high-end radio control.

PriMove “E“ offers you the possibility to
combine the PriMove drive technology with
the control components of all Eco, Easy and OF
series.

Product variants PriMove 2M
PriMove “S“ offers you the possibility to combine the PriMove drive technology with the
PriCon RF Memory 2 high-end radio control.

LIGHT

PriMove “S“ / PriCon RF M2
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* Optional

Memory

PriMove “M“ / Sono2

Memory

PriMove “E“ / Star2

Drive technology

Areas of use

Options

Adjustable springs (flat) with spring bars
or dissolved surface (disk)
Adjustable Continental bed systems
Adjustable beds with bed base function
and with lateral bed base opening

Move eCO

Radio and cable remote control
Memory control / APP Control
Mains disconnection function
Maxi-set for oversizes up to 140 cm
Foot mogul

Product description EcoMove

Sono2*

In our EcoMove-production you are able to
adjust, the back as well as the foot part, with
the extremely quiet and separately controllable
motor. Altogether 4 / 5 ranges offer a comfortableadjustment of the lying position.
This ultra flat drive system satisfies with an
extraordinary high variability.
The body-end enables an elegant acceptance
of the wooden extension. Thereby, it is possible
to actualize almost every variation of length

The system does not need any metal fittings
and offers with a system height of 65 mm a lot
of scope for the field of modern slat base.
The constantly partitioned 64 mm bolt grid
enables the acceptance of all current spring
elements, for a client specific arrangement.
A mechanically emergency lowering is standard.

The foot part is levitating.

POWER

Motorpower

surface load**
(Verteilung-Allocation)

7500 N
x2

Max
150KG

6,5cm

Ultra flat
Memorymotor* 8P
Eco + Easy Move / Sono2

100 - 140
Memory

Eco 2

E-Power 24S

cm

Maxi Set*
* Optional
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Move eCO
Star2 RF*

Eco V6

Eco Classic

Eco V5

OCTO radio remote controls are equipped with
a night light function. The night light is located
in the receiver and can be conveniently switched on and off by the radio hand transmitter.

LIGHT

Drive technology
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* Optional

Drive technology

Drive technology

Special features
Radio and cable remote control
Memory control
Continuous 64 mm bolt pitch
Freewheel function
Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

storage box

easy assembly

memory*

Eco V4

Drive technology

Eco V3

Drive technology

Eco V2

Drive technology

Memory

Eco V1

Drive technology

* Optional
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Special features
Radio and cable remote control
Memory control
Continuous 64 mm bolt pitch
Freewheel function
Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

Move eASY
Product description EasyMove
In our EasyMove-production you are able to
adjust the back as well as the foot part with
the extremely quiet and separately controllable
motor.
Altogether 4 resp. 5 ranges offer you a comfortable adjustment of the lying position.
This ultra flat drive system satisfies with an
extraordinary high variability. The body-end
enables an elegant acceptance of the wooden
extension.

Thereby, it is possible to actualize almost every
variation of length.
The foot part is levitating. The system does
not need any metal fittings and offers with a
system height of 65 mm a lot of scope for the
field of modern slat base.
The constantly partitioned 64 mm bolt grid
enables the acceptance of all current spring
elements, for a client specific arrangement.

Easy V5

Easy V4

5 cm

Push 2
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E-Power 24S

Drive technology

Drive technology

POWER

Push2 RF - APP*

Motorpower

surface load**

7500 N
x2

Max
150KG

(Verteilung-Allocation)
6,5cm

Ultra flat

Easy V1

Easy V2

Easy V3

APP

OCTO offers the possibility to
install an APP on the smartphone. With the corresponding receiver with APP function, the bed system can also
be controlled with your own
smartphone (iOS / Android).
The night light function is also
included in the APP control.
Drive technology

Drive technology

Drive technology

* Optional
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Areas of use
Adjustable springs (flat) with spring bars
or dissolved surface (disk)
Adjustable Continental bed systems
Adjustable beds with bed base function
and with lateral bed base opening

Flex OF 12
Product description OF12
OCTO Flex OF12 convinces by its enormous
system power, two whispering motors and the
ultra-flat build.

Quick installation and highest flexibility in colour design of all frame components characterise this system.

The Flex Connect system replaces any fittings
and reduces your storage costs “one size fits
all“.

A globally unique and newly patented drive
concept also reduces weight by more than
50 % at concurrent higher force design and
system stability.

Flex Connect names it possible to install bed
widths from 70 to 100 cm with a single basic
set.

Memorymotor* 8P OF12 / OB20
OF12 / Sono2

12 * Optional

Memory

Fly 2

E-Power 24S

Drive technology

Options
Radio and cable remote control
Memory control / APP Control
Neck fitting (Synchro-Drive)
Mains disconnection function
Maxi-set for oversizes up to 140 cm
Foot mogul

Special features
Radio and cable remote control
Memory control
Continuous 64 mm bolt pitch
Freewheel function
Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

POWER

Motorpower

surface load**
(Verteilung-Allocation)

7500 N
x2

Max
150KG

7,5cm

Ultra flat
Seat

Ergo

Flex

SyncD

Flex

Seat-flex
OCTO Seat-Flex is the unique possibility to adjust the seat part in the bed system to minimize
the compression in the mattress and to improve the ergonomic balance. The mattress is no
longer strongly squeezed, but takes unbent the
body shape of the user. This is also an advantage for the consumer, since the body can be
stretched (zero gravity) and relaxed until the
sitting position. At any time and stagelessly!

ergo-flex
OCTO Ergo-Flex makes possible to adjust the
zones of a bed construction in length upon
request.

Synchro-drive*
When adjusting the back and neck section, the
back area rises first, without the neck first pressing on the head area. Slightly elevated lying,
whether for the night‘s rest or with reflux, is
now possible without neck pressure.
The neck develops completely into the sitting
position up to the point of travel, so that a
comfortable sitting or reading posture can be
adopted.

The OCTO Flex drive systems are
unique due to their flat design. Octo
systems offer maximum design and
construction scope for your ideas.

flex connect
Another unique feature of OCTO
technology is Flex Connect. Maximum
flexibility with award-winning technology. Ergo-Flex and Seat-Flex are
also outstanding advantages of OCTO
technology. Design according to your
wishes!

memory*

~ SitVital

Memory

~ RelaxVital
~ JoinVital

Storage box

SyncD
~ RefluxVital

Synchro-drive*

~ SleepVital

* Optional
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TECHN. DATA Move/Flex
OF12 (toGo)

Basic (toGo)

Easy

Eco

Pri

System height
Width basic set
Length basic set
System weight
Motors
Maximum load**
Hand switch
Radio remote control
Stageless adjustment
Öko Design Standby consumption < 0,30 W
Power supply with mains isolation function
Neck zone adjustment
Back zone adjustment
Knee/foot zone adjustment
Foot zone adjustment

7.5 cm
70-140 cm
up to 220 cm
6.1 kg
2M
150 kg
yes
optional
yes
yes
optional
optional
yes
yes
no

6.5 cm
70-120 cm
up to 220 cm
3.8 kg
1M
150 kg
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
no
no

6.5 cm
70-140 cm
up to 220 cm
from 6.1 kg
2M
150 kg
yes
optional
yes
yes
optional
optional
yes
yes
no

6.5 cm
70-140 cm
up to 220 cm
from 8.8 kg
2M
150 kg
yes
optional
yes
yes
optional
optional
yes
yes
no

7.0 cm
70-140 cm
up to 220 cm
from 14.1 kg
2 M, 3 M, 4 M
200 kg
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes, 4 M, 3 MF

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
Force N / Motor
Freewheel function
Flex Connect
Seat-Flex / Ergo-Flex
StorageBox
Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive)
Emergency lowering (mechanical)
One fits all
Lordosis Support

7500 N
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

7500 N
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no

7500 N
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no

7500 N
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no

10000 N
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes

CONTROL OPTIONS
Radio remote control 2,4GHz STD with lighting
Radio remote control 2,4GHz NFS with lighting
Radio remote control 2,4GHz APP with lighting
APP receiver STD / APP receiver NFS
Memory control Sono2 / Memorymotor
Memory
DualSynchro cable 6P Memory
DualSynchro cable 6P
DualSynchro cable 4P
Extension cord for power cable
Extension cable with hand switch 6P
Hand switch MaxiPlus 100 cm

optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
no
optional
optional
optional

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
optional
optional
no
no

optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
no
optional
optional
optional

optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
no
optional
optional
optional

no
yes, 4M
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no

MECHANICAL OPTIONS
Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive) / Foot fittings
Maxi-set for extra wide versions
“toGo“
MoveBack

yes
100-140 cm
yes
no

no
100-120 cm
yes
no

no
100-140 cm
no
optional

no
100-140 cm
no
optional

no
100-140 cm
no
optional

** gleichmäßig über die Liegefläche verteilt
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TECHN. DATA
Torque Nm
Complete adjustmnet “up“ in sec. without load
Setup angle back
64 mm grid
Activation time
Motor voltage
End deactivation via
Housing colour RAL
Mains unit type
Supply line standard
Supply line optional
Mains connection
Eco Design EC1275/2008 Standby < 0,30 Watt
Protection type
Protection class

OF12 (toGo)

Basic (toGo)

Easy

Eco

Pri

464
19 sec / 29 V
60 °
yes
`2/10
24 V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US,UK,CH,JP
100-240 V AC
yes
IP20
II

530
18 sec / 24 V
52 °
yes
`2/10
24 V AC
Microswitch
7044
SMPS
EURO
US,UK,CH,JP
100-240 V AC
yes
IP20
II

541
18 sec / 24 V
max. 89 °
yes
`2/10
24 V AC
Microswitch
7044
SMPS
EURO
US,UK,CH,JP
100-240 V AC
yes
IP20
II

541
18 sec / 24 V
max. 89 °
yes
`2/10
24 V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US,UK,CH,JP
100-240 V AC
yes
IP20
II

731
18 sec / 24V
max. 90 °
yes
`2/10
24 V AC
Microswitch
8019
SMPS
EURO
US,UK,CH,JP
100-240 V AC
yes
IP20
II

Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

Free wheel function

Back zone

Foot zone

All our drive systems come with an idling
function.
While lowering the dorsal or head sections,
these are returned to zero position not by motor power but merely by their own weight.
Thus if a body part is accidentally jammed, it is
at most the weight of the corresponding supine section that is applied. Injuries and contusions are practically excluded.
A sensible safety feature.

In the case of a power cut or unexpected
breakdown, the mechanical emergency levelling function makes it possible to lower both
the dorsal and foot sections manually.

Box OB 05

The best
The basic idea in this concept is a combination
of drive system and fittings, which has enormous forces, has variable width and radically
reduces the assembly time in boxspringbeds.
As a so-called “One Part Concept“, the design
idea of Octo Box 05 combines all the wishes
of the boxspring and upholstery furniture
industry, primarily the design, the necessary
power (system force for the adjustment of the
lying surface with heavy and thick mattresses)
and a fast assembly.
Many years of development work have resulted
in a modern and future-oriented concept with
many advantages for the manufacturer and
end users.
Octo Box 05 replaces the complex metal fittings as well as the unsuitable twin engines.

These double engines, which were developed exclusively for slatted frames almost 30
years ago, now suffer from a lack of power
and manufacturers of modern boxspring and
upholstery beds are struggling with very high
cost complaints.

POWERfor you...

The result of this Octo Box 05 drive system is
impressive. Loads of up to 300 kg emplaced on
the bed surface and bed width up to 155 cm
are easily moved with the Octo Box 05 drive
system.

This is where the Octo Box 05 “Platform Drive
Concept“ is used.
It unites technically in a unique way the optimal
power during the adjustment with a modern
engine concept and the low construction
height of only 10.5 cm.
With this drive concept, the stock management
of fittings and drive motors is drastically reduced for industrial customers. There is only one
drive system for a wide variety of bed widths.

one part concept
The OCTO One Part Concept wins by a quick
assembly and disassembly. The One Part
Concept has been specially developed for boxspringbeds and can be used up to a bed width
of 155 cm.

Drive technology
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Areas of use

Options

Adjustable Continental boxspringbed
systems
Adjustable Continental bed systems
Adjustable beds with bed base function
and with lateral bed base opening

Box OB 05

Radio and cable remote control
Memory control / APP Control
Neck fitting (Synchro-Drive)
Mains disconnection function
Maxi-Set for oversizes up to 155 cm

Product description OB05
OCTO Box OB05 convinces by a unique system
power of 200-300 kg, the flat and compact
design of only 10.5 cm and two whisper quiet
motors.
The OB05 system has been developed especially for very demanding boxspringbed
systems.
The “One Part Concept“ replaces any fittings
and also allows the use of the storage space
under the bed (storage and canapé function).

The OB05 drive system guarantees a quick
mounting of less than 2 minutes and can be
installed efficiently with all standard wood and
metal boxspringbeds between 70 and 100 cm
wide as well as from 1.80 m to 2.20 m length.

Classic

POWER

8000 N
BOX

x2

On request, the system can be used in the
maximum version for bedding from 100 up to
155 cm (queen).
In addition, a mechanical synchro neck adjustment is optionally available.

OB O5

Classic

Drive technology

surface load**
(Verteilung-Allocation)
470 / 670 mm

Max
200KG

Max
240KG

Max
300KG

Max
330lbs

Max
440lbs

Max
660lbs

Fly 2

16 * Optional

E-Power 24S
E-Power 24B (RED)

Memorymotor* 8P
OB05 Classic, Black, Red / Sono2

Memory

MaxiPlus 670 mm / Maxi 470 mm*
OB05 Classic, Black, Red

10,5cm

Ultra flat

one part concept

easy assembly

Product variants OB05
Black

OCTO Box systems are available in three performance levels:

POWER

10000 N

Classic with a system power of 200 kg, Black
with a system power of 240 kg and Red with
the highest power level of 300 kg.

x2

BOX

OB O5

Black

The supporting force is constant at all times.
Almost all comfort, sleeping and lying positions can be achieved by the intelligent control
systems.

Drive technology

Red

POWER

Seat

MAX

Seat-Max
ONE

wooden frame

ALL

ONE

steel frame

ALL

storage box

easy service

With 300 kg systempower OB05 represents the
top of the possibilities on the market. Modern
design and innovative materials are always the
first choice for OCTO products.

12000 N
BOX

The system power of OCTO drive technology is
outstanding. Large and thick mattresses (loads)
can be easily, whispering and stageless adjusted. Bed widths with spring systems (slatted
frames) up to 140 cm and boxspringbeds up
to 155 cm (Queen US) can be designed upon
request.

OCTO Box stands for enormous
system power. Specially designed for
boxspringbeds. Quick assembly and
superior flexibility.

x2

OB O5

Red

Drive technology
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Box OB 05
Ergo

Seat

SyncD

MAX

Flex
ergo-flex

OCTO Ergo-Flex makes possible to adjust the
zones of a bed construction in length upon
request.

Seat-Max
Seat-Max is especially important when it comes
to boxspringbeds.
The seat part (in contrast to conventional
double drives, which are limited by the center
distance) can be longer and therefore more
gently designed for the mattress.
The mattress is no longer strongly squeezed,
but takes unbent the body shape of the user.
This is also an advantage for the consumer,
since the body can be stretched (zero gravity)
and relaxed until the sitting position. At any
time and stagelessly!

18 * Optional

Synchro-drive*
When adjusting the back and neck section, the
back area rises first, without the neck first pressing on the head area. Slightly elevated lying,
whether for the night‘s rest or with reflux, is
now possible without neck pressure.
The neck develops completely into the sitting
position up to the point of travel, so that a
comfortable sitting or reading posture can be
adopted.

Areas of use
Adjustable Continental boxspringbed
systems
Adjustable Continental bed systems
Adjustable beds with bed base function
and with lateral bed base opening

Box OB 20
Product description OB20
OCTO Box OB20 convinces with its enormous
system power, two whispering motors, an
installation height of only 9.0 cm and a flexible
build.
This system has been specifically developed
for boxspringbed systems. The Flex Connect
system replaces any fittings and reduces your
storage costs. “One fits all“.

Options
Radio and cable remote control
Memory control / APP Control
Neck fitting (Synchro-Drive)
Mains disconnection function
Maxi-Set for oversizes up to 155 cm

Sono2*

Maximum flexibility, system power (200 kg)
and Seat-Max characterise this this system.

POWER

A globally unique and newly patented drive
concept also reduces weight by more than
60 % at a higher power design and better
system stability.

Motorpower

surface load**
(Verteilung-Allocation)

Flex Connect permits bed widths between
70 and 100 cm in the OB20 with only a single
basic set. (Optional in the Maxi Version for
bedding from 100 up to 120 cm).

13000 N
x2

Max
200KG

9,0cm

Ultra flat

memory*

Memory

flex connect

sTORAGE BOX

Drive technology

Memorymotor* 8P
OB20 / Sono2

Memory

OCTO drive technology is
unique in the world and is
especially characterized by
the flatness. Any storage
space under the bed (bed box, canapé)
can be designed and used meaningful.
Sono2 - Brick 1 USB, 6P, 8P

* Optional
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TECHN. DATA Box
OB20

OB05 Classic

OB05 Black

OB05 Red

System height
Width basic set
Length basic set
System weight
Motors
Maximum load**
Hand switch
Radio remote control
Stageless adjustment
Öko Design Standby consumption < 0,30 W
Power supply with mains isolation function
Neck zone adjustment
Back zone adjustment
Knee/foot zone adjustment
Foot zone adjustment

9 cm
70-120 cm
from 220 cm
7.4 kg
2M
200 kg
yes
optional
yes
yes
optional
optional
yes
yes
no

10.5 cm
70-120 cm
from 220 cm
8.2 kg
2M
200 kg
yes
optional
yes
yes
optional
optional
yes
yes
no

10.5 cm
70-140 cm
from 220 cm
8.2 kg
2M
240 kg
yes
optional
yes
yes
optional
optional
yes
yes
no

10.5 cm
70-155 cm
from 220 cm
8.2 kg
2M
300 kg
yes
optional
yes
yes
optional
optional
yes
yes
no

SPECIAL ADVANTAGES
Force N / Motor
Freewheel function
Flex Connect
Seat-Flex / Ergo-Flex
StorageBox
Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive)
Emergency lowering (mechanical)
One fits all
Lordosis Support

13000 N
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

8000 N
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

10000 N
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

12000 N
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

CONTROL OPTIONS
Radio remote control 2,4GHz STD with lighting
Radio remote control 2,4GHz NFS with lighting
Radio remote control 2,4GHz APP with lighting
APP receiver STD / APP receiver NFS
Memory control Sono2 / Memorymotor
Memory
DualSynchro cable 6P Memory
DualSynchro cable 6P
DualSynchro cable 4P
Extension cord for power cable
Extension cable with hand switch 6P
Hand switch MaxiPlus 100 cm

optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
no
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional

optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
no
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional

optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
no
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional

optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
no
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional
optional

MECHANICAL OPTIONS
Neck fittings (Synchro-Drive) / Foot fittings
Maxi-set for extra wide versions
“toGo“
MoveBack

Free wheel function

yes/no
100-120 cm
yes
no

yes/no
100-120 cm
yes
no

yes/no
100-140 cm
yes
no

yes/no
100-155 cm
yes
no

** evenly distributed over the lying surface

20 * Optional

TECHN. DATA
Torque Nm
Complete adjustmnet “up“ in sec. without load
Setup angle back
64 mm grid
Activation time
Motor voltage
End deactivation via
Housing colour RAL
Mains unit type
Supply line standard
Supply line optional
Mains connection
Eco Design EC1275/2008 Standby < 0,30 Watt
Protection type
Protection class

Back zone

OB20

OB05 Classic

OB05 Black

OB05 Red

962
24 sec / 24 V
56 °
yes
`2/10
24 V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US,UK,CH,JP
100-240 V AC
yes
IP20
II

565
24 sec / 24 V
55 °
yes
`2/10
24 V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US,UK,CH,JP
100-240 V AC
yes
IP20
II

706
24 sec / 24 V
55 °
yes
`2/10
24 V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US,UK,CH,JP
100-240 V AC
yes
IP20
II

847
24 sec / 24 V
55 °
yes
`2/10
24 V AC
Microswitch
7016
SMPS
EURO
US,UK,CH,JP
100-240 V AC
yes
IP20
II

Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

Foot zone

All our drive systems come with an idling
function.
While lowering the dorsal or head sections,
these are returned to zero position not by motor power but merely by their own weight.
Thus if a body part is accidentally jammed, it is
at most the weight of the corresponding supine section that is applied. Injuries and contusions are practically excluded.
A sensible safety feature.

In the case of a power cut or unexpected
breakdown, the mechanical emergency levelling function makes it possible to lower both
the dorsal and foot sections manually.

eMotion

The best

e Motions for you...
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eMotion 2M
Product description eMotion 2M
The eMotion 2M drive technology is based on
a twin-motor OCTO drive system for adjusting
the back and foot areas and can be fully integrated into a mattress.
In all 4 zones allow hassle-free adjustment of
each comfortable reclining, sitting and relaxing
position.
The system components within the structure
offer appropriate locking options of moulded
and comfort foam so that an elegant external
shape is ensured during the operation of back
zone.
All popular foam types (PU, Visco) and pocket
spring mattress technologies can be used.
The system does not require any metal fittings
and offers more design freedom with a system
height of just 65 mm for completely invisible
integration within the mattress.
The eMotion 2M can be completely folded for
dispatch in carton. This “toGo” OCTO propulsion technology is unique worldwide.
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As a further variant, OCTO offers a singlemotor drive technology that can also be fully
integrated into the mattress.

Special features

POWER

Radio and cable remote control
Memory control
Foldable “toGo“
Freewheel function
Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

Motorpower

surface load**

7500 N
x2

Max
150KG

(Verteilung-Allocation)
6,5cm

Ultra flat

toGo!
Ready toGo!*

toGo!

Eco 2 RF

E-Power 24S

Sono2*

Memory

eMotion 2M 3.0 TDS+
Drive technology

* Optional
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eMotion 1M
Product description eMotion 1M
The eMotion 1M propulsion technology is
based on a single-engine OCTO propulsion
system for adjusting the back area and can be
completely integrated into a mattress.
In all 2 zones allow hassle-free adjustment of
each comfortable reclining, sitting and relaxing
position.
The system components within the structure
offer appropriate locking options of moulded
and comfort foam so that an elegant external
shape is ensured during the operation of back
zone.
All popular foam types (PU, Visco) and pocket
spring mattress technologies can be used.
The system does not require any metal fittings
and offers more design freedom with a system
height of just 65 mm for completely invisible
integration within the mattress.
The eMotion 1M can be completely folded for
dispatch in carton. This “toGo” OCTO propulsion technology is unique worldwide.
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As a further variant, OCTO offers a two-engine
propulsion technology, which can also be
completely integrated into the mattress and
offers additional adjustment comfort for knee
and foot area.

Special features
Radio and cable remote control
Memory control
Foldable “toGo“
Freewheel function
Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

storage box
OCTO drive technology is unique in the
world and is especially characterized by
the flatness. Any storage space under
the bed (bed box, canapé) can be designed and used meaningful.

toGo!

Keyo 1

E-Power 24S

eMotion 1 M / Sono1

eMotion 1M 3.0 TDS+
Drive technology

* Optional
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Product variants eMotion 2M

eMotion 2M 3.0 DS
Drive technology

eMotion 2M 3.0 TDS
Drive technology

eMotion 2M 3.0 TDS+
Drive technology

eMotion 1M 3.0 DS
Drive technology

eMotion 1M 3.0 TDS
Drive technology

eMotion 1M 3.0 TDS+
Drive technology

Product variants eMotion 1M

Star2 RF*

Invisible Technology

26 * Optional

Ultra Flat

Climatic
Room System

1M or 2M
Drive System

Comfort
Suspension

Special features

ToGo Basic

Ultra-flat drive technology
Foldable “toGo“
Freewheel function
Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

Product description BasicMove toGo
The BasicMove is a combination of practical
single-engined drive systems for the backs area
and a variable wooden extension.
The length of the backs area as well as the
lying area can be defined by your wishes.
The system does not need any metal fittings
and offers with a system height of merely
65 mm enormous scope for the field of modern
slat base. The constantly partitioned 64 mm
bolt grid enables the acceptance of all current
spring elements for a client specific arrangement.

The “toGo!“ option is another unique application worldwide.
This makes it possible to practically fold a twinengine springwood frame.
This facilitates transport in the mail order business and also offers the end consumer a simple
way of taking them with him.

5 cm

toGo!

Push 1

E-Power 24S

Drive technology

BasicMove / toGo
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Special features

ToGo OF1/OF12

Options

Ultra-flat drive technology
Foldable “toGo“
Freewheel function
Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

Radio and cable remote control
Memory control / APP control
Neck fitting (Synchro-Drive)
Mains disconnection function
Maxi-set for oversizes up to 140 cm
Foot mogul

toGo!

toGo!

Product description OF1/OF12 toGo
OCTO Flex OF1 / OF12 convince with their
enormous system power, whisper-quiet motors
and ultra-flat design. The Flex Connect system
replaces any fittings and reduces your storage
costs “One size fits all“.
FlexConnect names it possible to install bed
widths from 70 to 100 cm with a single basic
set. Quick installation and highest flexibility in
colour design of all frame components characterise this system.

The “toGo!“ option is another unique application worldwide. This makes it possible to
practically fold a motor-adjustable springwood
frame.
This facilitates transport in the mail order business and also offers the end consumer a simple
way of taking them with him.

A globally unique and newly patented drive
concept also reduces weight by more than
50 % at concurrent higher force design and
system stability.

Push 1
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E-Power 24S

Fly 2

E-Power 24S

OF1 toGo

OF12 toGo

Special features
3 free memory locations
Memory motor 8P (2M) compatible
USB 2.0 charging socket
Optional mounting hooks
Optional APP function

Control

Memory

Memory

2,4 GHz

RAdio Control
APP

App Control

S
Brick 1

CrossFix

Sono2

FlexHook*

MagnetHook*

S-Synchro dual

SYNCHRO

Usb

CHARGE

Bridge

BRIDGE

Crossfix

CrossFix

Magnethook

Magnet

Flexhook

HOOK

Wireless socket Sono2 Advanced*

* Optional
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Special features

Control

2,4 GHz

Softtouch surface black
LED buttons
Night light function in the receiver
Optional mounting hook
Receiver with optional APP function

Radio Control
APP

App Control

D
D-Synchro dual

SYNCHRO
LIGHT

Nightlight

Flexhook

HOOK

Star 2 RF (LED)

LIGH
LIGHT

Eco 2 RF
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Push 2 RF

Star 2 RF

Receiver STD Nightlight

Your advantages and
compatibility
Clean and logical surface
Logical operation

APP-function
Control Sono2*
Eco 2 RF

APP-function
radio set RF APP*

Radio set with APP function

LIGH
LIGHT

APP

Eco 2 RF APP* Push 2 RF APP* Star 2 RF APP*

Receiver APP STD
Nightlight*

* Optional
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Control
IQM

PRI

SYNCHRO

IQM

PriCon RF M4

QUICK

TOUCH

LIGHT

SENSOR

RY

ARM
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Special features of the 4M control
IQM
LED display, date display
Language selection, alarm clock
2 free memory positions
Sockets in the control box switchable
Mains disconnection 100

PRI

SYNCHRO

PriCon M4

PriCon RF M2

Memory

Memory

2,4 GHz

Radio Control

S
S-Synchro dual

SYNCHRO

QUICK

LIGHT
TOUCH

Battery

2x Plug

ON/OFF

Nightlight

Alarm
ARM

Flexhook

HOOK
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Special features
Softtouch surface black
LED buttons
FlexHook
Maxi Cord version optional
Suitable for all 2M systems

Control

Star 2 Cable

E-Power 24S/24B
(0,3 Watt Standby)
100-240 V AC

All cable handsets can
be ordered as MAXI
Cord (2.70 m cable).

E- Power 24SN/24BN
with mains isolation
function*
100-240 V AC

006331 Push2 Maxi
006332 Fly2 Maxi
006333 Eco2 Maxi
006362 Star2 Maxi

6.5 cm

Receiver
Advanced*

3x AA

6.5 cm
2x AAA

Star 2 Cable

34 * Optional

Eco 2 Cable

Fly 2 Cable

Push 2 Cable

LIGHT

APP

*

Special features
Suitable for all 2M systems
Screw-on connection socket
Clear cable routing
Proven quality
More comfort

D
SYNCHRO

D-SynchrO

The “D“ DualSynchro connection represents
a special feature of the control options.
Two bedding systems are connected and
operated together (parallel). The elegant
connection offers the possibility with two
connection sockets on either side of the
bed to connect on both sides of a manual
switch. A clear comfort gain.
D-Synchro-Cable-6P-6354
(60 - 140 - 60 cm)

D-Synchro-Cable-4P-6353
(60 - 140 - 60 cm)

Adapter-6P-to-4P-5998

Y-Adapter-6P-to-2x-6P-5209

The comfort extension cable is a special feature of the control options.
The control cable 6P, which can be plugged
into the motor, and the mains cable (24V) lead
through the strain relief into a common cable
with a length of 200 cm, 60 cm of which is
designed as a spiral cable, up to the screwable
connection socket.
Prolongation-Power-2M-6350
(40 - Spiral cable - 60 cm)

Prolongation-Control-6P-2M-6357
(40 - Spiral cable - 60 cm)

Comfort Prolongation-Control-6PPower-6358
(60 - Spiral cable - 120 cm)

Both a power supply unit and a 6P control
cable can be connected to the connection
socket.
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Control

S
SYNCHRO
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S-Synchro-Cable-6P-Sono2-6316
(60 - 140 - 60 cm)

S-Synchro-Cable-6P-Pri-RF-6355
(150 - 180 - 150 cm)

S-Synchro-Cable-6P-Pri-Cable-6356
(150 - 180 - 150 cm)

Sono2-Brick-Connection-6P-6314
(10 cm)

Sono2-Motor-Brick-Connection-8P-6315
(40 cm)

Adapter-8P-to-6P-6359
(Memorymotor 8P)

S-Synchro

The “S“ Dual-Synchro connection is a
special feature of the control options. Two
bed systems are connected and moved
together (synchronously). Position sensing
allows both systems to adjust almost always
synchronously. The elegant connection also
offers the possibility of connecting on both
sides of a hand control with two connection
sockets on each side of the bed. A clear
gain in comfort.

Comfort Prolongation-Control-4P-Power-6360
(60 - Spiral cable - 120 cm)

Touchbar

Go directly to our contact details

Straight to our media library

Directly to our catalogues

Directly to our product videos and pictures

Directly to our assembly instructions

Directly to our product certificates

Directly to our operating instructions

Go straight to our instructional videos
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Special features

Touchbar

Ultra-flat drive technology
Foldable “toGo“
Freewheel function
Mechanical emergency lowering (NAS)

Options
Radio and cable remote control
Memory control / APP control
Neck fitting (Synchro-Drive)
Mains disconnection function
Maxi-set for oversizes up to 140 cm
Foot mogul

“The ultra flat IntelliDrive“
OCTO Flex is the first central drive unit in
the world with flexible power transmission
elements (Flex Connect) that can transmit the
adjustment forces to many different positions
in an adjustable piece of furniture.
The extraordinarily strong OCTO Flex concept
puts the force precisely where it is needed with
differently adjustable levers and converts it
into an adjustment movement of the furniture
efficiently and with low noise.

The ultra-flat build also creates considerable
benefits for the customer. The storage space
below the lattice grid can become unlimited.
Generally, the usage options of the OCTO Flex
can be transferred to other product areas with
small construction space that require maximum
flexibility at extreme force ratings.

150KG

Systempower

OF12

Until now, the customer is bound to fixed
widths of unpleasantly heavy and welded metal fittings (e.g. in the area of motor-adjustable
lattice grids) and has to stock up on the corresponding metal fittings for all the different
widths.
OCTO Flex gives the customer a drive concept
that is globally unique in its build that can be
used mostly width-independently for all lattice
grid and boxspringbed widths currently available on the market, according to the principle of
“one size fits all“.
This new concept opens up new design options
for the customer and the freedom to develop
his product independently of the specified
fitting widths of the manufacturers.
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Flex Connect
Another unique feature of OCTO technology is
Flex Connect. Maximum flexibility with awardwinning technology. ErgoFlex and SeatFlex are
also outstanding advantages of OCTO technology. Design according to your wishes!

Ergo

Flex

Ergo-Flex
200KG

Systempower
The OCTO Box drive systems are especially
powerful. The adjustment force can be felt
permanently without a power loss.

OCTO Ergo-Flex makes possible to
adjust the zones of a bed construction
in length upon request.
PULL
SYSTEM

Pull System

OCTO drive technology is unique in the world
and is especially characterized by the flatness.
Any storage space under the bed (bed box,
canapé) can be designed and used meaningful.
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surface load**
(Verteilung-Allocation)

Touchbar

Max
300KG

The supporting force is constant at all
times. Almost all comfort, sleeping and
lying positions can be achieved by the
intelligent control systems. With 300 kg
systempower OB05 represents the
top of the possibilities on the market.
Modern design and innovative materials are always the first choice for OCTO
products.

70 - 155 cm

Easy Assembly
OCTOBox stands for enormous system
power. Specially designed for boxspringbeds. Quick assembly and superior flexibility.

OB05 Red

ONE

wooden frame

ALL
ONE

Steel frame

Seat

MAX
Seat-Max

OCTO Seat-Max is the unique possibility to adjust the seat part in the boxspringbed system
to minimize the compression in the mattress
and to improve the ergonomic balance (zero
gravity).

40 * Optional

ALL

Areas of use
Adjustable Continental boxspringbed 		
systems
Adjustable Continental bed systems
Adjustable beds with bed base function 		
and with lateral bed base opening

Options
Radio and cable remote control
Memory control / APP control
Neck fitting (Synchro-Drive)
Mains disconnection function
Maxi-Set for oversizes up to 155cm

OB05 Jumbo

one part concept
The OCTO One Part Concept wins by a quick
assembly and disassembly. The One Part
Concept has been specially developed for boxspringbeds and can be used up to a bed width
of 155 cm.
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Special features
Ecological material
Applicable for all series
Made in Germany
Proven quality

Natural
Natural
The drive technologies of the OCTO Actuators
are already characterized today by a multitude
of advantages over conventional twin motors
with an additional metal fitting.
The flat and space-saving design and the
materials used already contribute to a good
ecological balance.
Natural goes one step further and greatly improves the reuse of the raw materials used.
Thus, all plastic parts of the drive train can be
100 % reused in other applications of this material class, since we completely dispense with
color pigments.
The technical characteristics of this material are
similar to those of the materials used today,
so that all product properties are retained. In

42 * Optional

addition, however, we take ecological responsibility into account.
On request, this material can be used for all
drive series.
We‘ve made up our minds!
Natural is our answer to our responsibility towards the environment today and in the future.
Make your choice now!
We look forward to hearing from you and are
happy to answer any questions you may have.
OB05-Natural*

OF12-Natural*

PriMove 4M-Natural*

EcoMove (EasyMove) Natural*

* Optional
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OCTO Actuators GmbH
de Werth Str. 1
D-97947 Grünsfeld
Tel. +49 (0) 9346 92 76 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 9346 92 76 - 399
info@octo-actuators.de
www.octo-actuators.de

